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Introduction
Although the world of gaming or gambling by definition represents a bet for players, it is
not a game of chance for the manufacturers of the actual machines or the operators who
run the casinos and other places where slot machines and similar gaming machines are
found. Their investments are protected through many security provisions in the machines.
Furthermore most major markets for gaming machines are tightly regulated by the national
or state governments which enforce strict controls over the locations, types of machines,
operators and companies involved in gaming.

Required by Government
Gaming Regulations

Protection of OEMs
Intellectual Property

•
•
•
•

Protect game play data, machine state
Detect software/hardware tampering
Media validation
Access control

•
•
•
•
•

Encryption of data & application
Strong password & key storage
Proprietary Hardware
Platform authentication
Multiple security mechanisms

•
•
•
•

Legal & Safe gaming market assurance
Players & Operators protection
Fair games, correct payouts
Reliable games, 24/7 operation

•
•
•
•

Game content copy/clone prevention
Unauthorized content run restriction
Maintain competitive advantage
OEM’s investments & IP protection

Block opportunities for fraud & crime
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Primary Security Objectives of the
Gaming Industry
The primary security objectives of the gaming industry fall into two main categories: Those that are
required by the government regulations and those intended to protect the intellectual property of
the OEM who manufactures the games and especially the game content.

Government Regulated Security
Governments are motivated to regulate gaming in order to ensure a safe and legal market
from which they can extract taxes as well as maintain a certain level of socio-economic control
over the location and number of gaming operations.
These regulations typically require the OEM to comply with published technical standards in the
design and manufacture of the machines and certain security measures in the operation of the
software application programs.
The regulations are usually readily available from the agencies that publish them. For example:
Nevada Game Control Board, Montana Game Control Division, Gaming Labs International (GLI).

Protection of OEM’s Intellectual Property
There have been several high profile examples of completely counterfeit slot machines being found
and many more examples where popular game titles have been copied without license. A popular
slot machine theme is a valuable thing almost like a hit pop music song and some of the premier
manufacturers can command high prices for their machines and their most popular game titles.
Therefore these manufacturers employ methods to try to avoid their products being easy to copy.
One method is to use proprietary hardware, such as the Advantech-Innocore products which
include many different security mechanisms and are a special format motherboard that is harder
to clone. This also raises the perceived value of the slot machine since it has a proprietary
motherboard.
Another method is to encrypt the data in order to protect it. Hardware features like the TPM,
IDROM and others on Advantech-Innocore boards can be used as a basis for encryption schemes
and our software product TPM Suite described briefly below is also provided as a SDK for this
purpose.
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Hardware Security Features of
Advantech-Innocore Products

Proprietary format, highly integrated SBC
Intrusion Detection Logging Processor
Non-volatile RAM (battery backed SRAM)
Monitoring

Power Fail Detect
System Health Monitoring
Meter Cut Detect
Security (“Jurisdiction) ROM sockets

Firmware

Write Protect BIOS, custom BIOS
IDROM, EEPROM
iButton

®

Trusted Platform Module

Security ID

Government regulations required

The above figure shows the large array of security related features on the
Advantech-Innocore gaming platforms. They can be used to meet the government
regulatory requirements as well as providing strong, multiple levels of security to help
OEMS protect their intellectual property.
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Features that are requirements by gaming Regulations:

Physical Access Control
Access to the interior of the gaming machine has to be controlled. This is usually
achieved by designing the cabinet to have several locks and solid doors enclosing
the areas containing the CPU logic boards, games storage devices, money handling
devices etc. These doors are usually also required to have electrical switches that are
used to detect when there is an access and the application program will then trigger a
warning (error condition) and require some level of attendant intervention to bring the
machine back into playing mode after an access. Advantech-Innocore boards include a
sophisticated microprocessor based intrusion system that logs and records events both
with and without main power.

Soft-metering, Machine State Data and Last Play History Maintenance
Regulations typically require that the last few game outcomes are recorded including
the random number output, the reel combinations, and any bonus & payout information.
This allows the operator and/or the manufacturer to conduct an audit in the event of
suspected malfunction or jackpot.
In addition to game outcomes the current state of the machine must be carefully stored
at all times. This ensures that the audit data is up to date and that the machine can be
brought back up to the same state in the event of a power loss, maintenance access
or other events. This is especially important to the player who wants to be sure that the
machine is fair and that in the event of a power loss or maintenance, that his credits will
be safely stored.
This data storage is collectively called “soft-metering” and Advantech-Innocore
motherboards have a large capacity battery backed SRAM memory system that is
intended for this purpose.
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Control Program Verification
Most regulations require that any programs that run on the machine are verified before each
program is executed especially if those programs could affect the game outcomes. The
game must use a verification algorithm such as a SHA-1 hash (similar to a checksum but a
much stronger cryptographic signature of the data). The hash or hashes is/are generated and
compared with the message digest values that are stored on the game. This verification must
be applied to all relevant program data at boot time and after various maintenance events.
Advantech-Innocore products include several features to facilitate control program verification
including a BIOS in a write protect ROM device to act as a secure root of trust to start the
verification process. Our SecureBootTM SDK is also provided for customers to use to develop
their own security verification BIOS extension code. The security ROM socket, iButton socket,
EEPROM and TPM may also be used to satisfy these requirements.

Software Security Solutions from
Advantech-Innocore
The primary security objectives of the gaming industry fall into two main categories: Those
that are required by the government regulations and those intended to protect the intellectual
property of the OEM who manufactures the games and especially the game content.

SecurebootTM
System BIOS

SecurebootTM is a SDK toolkit proven

Advantech-Innocore SecureBoot extension

to meet the regulatory requirements
for media validation. It has been

Golden values

successfully employed by dozens of
SHA-1 based verification

customers and approved in some of the
toughest jurisdictions. Expert support

Boot Medium
Customer application
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TPM Suite
The TPM chip found on most Advantech-Innocore
products is a security co-processor that meets the
industry standards for TCG API software command
set. This device may be used as the basis for many
security functions including access control, password
storage, media validation, platform authentication,
digital rights management (DRM), license control,

Trusted Platform Module
(TPM)

encryption and even random number generation.
A solutions-focused SDK for gaming applications, TPM
Suite SDK, is also available from Advantech-Innocore.
This SDK provides guidance on how to use the TPM to
solve typical gaming industry problems.
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Conclusion
The casino gaming industry is a unique segment of the embedded computing industry
with some very specific requirements for security. Typically an OEM who produces slot
machines cannot just select a standard embedded motherboard without adding a number
of extra hardware features. That is where specialized products such as the AdvantechInnocore DPX® Series gaming motherboards and supporting software come in.
The DPX® range includes many extra features outlined in this paper that allow the OEM to
meet the state regulated standards.
In addition to the state requirements, for many markets the OEM also wants to protect
his game content against copying and unlicensed use. For this second set of security
objectives the OEM can use some of the same hardware security features as well as
techniques such as encryption.
Advantech-Innocore provides solution based SDKs for several of the common security
functions. These have been developed based upon many years of experience supplying
to the casino gaming industry.
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